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1. Introduction

Enhancement of the maneuverability and controllability of current and future fighter aircraft. requiires

the ability to more accurately predict the aerodynamics of these vehicles during rapid maneuvers and at. the,

extremes of their flight envelopes. This has led to a particular interest in high angle of attack and uinstealy

aerodynamics. One of the dominant features of the flow field around a fighter aircraft at atigle of attack

is the vortex flow above the delta wing. A better understanding of this flow field will lead to an improved

understanding of the aerodynamics of a fighter aircraft. The vortex flow over a delta wing also provides a

good model for studying complex, three-dimensional vortical flows. This work is part of a continuing effort.

to improve predictive capabilities for both high angle of attack and unsteady aerodynamics.

The present work has developed out of a series of experimental and computational investigations of

the following background. Gad-el-Hak and Blackwelder [1] observed for water tunnel tests of two delta

wings that the vortex sheet which emanates from the leading edge of the delta wing rolls up into discrete

vortices that undergo a pairing process. The instability appears as alternating dark and light. regions in

the dye sheet near the leading edge of the delta wing and extending along it, figure 1. This instability is

said to be similar to the instabilit) and pairing process described by Brown and Roshko [2] and Winant

and Browand [3] for two-dimensional shear layers. Both are related to the classical Kelvin-Helihnoltz lype

instability of two-dimensional shear layers.

Payne el al. [4] also observed an instability in the shear layer forming the primary vortex usivg smoke
flow visualization techniques. They again relate the growth of these secondary structures to the cla,'mal

Kelvin- llelmholtz type of instability., The ,observed vortical structures appeared to be static. however, and

did not rotate with the vortex. They relate these observations [5] to those of Gad-el-Hak and Blackwelder.

Lowson [6) itas carried out low speed wind tunnel tests to investigate the vortex sheet structure formed

about delta wings. In this work he concludes that not one, but two types of instability exist in the shear

layer leaving the leading edge. The first, shown in figure 2 is the quasi two-dimensional type of instability

observed by Gad-el-Hak. The sec3nd is a locally streamwise instability of the vortex sheet that. gives rise

to steady structures within the vortex core. Lowson suggests that this is th. instability observed by P-tyne

(I al.

All the'se experinmental results have been obtained for scaled models at relatively low Reynolds itimlibr.

Recent photographic evidence shows that similar types of secondary vortical structures are observed for

the LEX vortex flow on an F-18 in flight [7]. This strongly indicates that the vortex structure rouiid

experimentally at lower Reynolds number occurs in flight conditions at. full scale Reynolds numtlhr.
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A similar type of shear-layer instability wa.s observe] by the present authorm [8] in calculations for a 760

sweep delta wing at. 20.50 angle of attack and a Reyn-!ds number of 900,000. An unsteady behavior of the

shear layer which emanates from the leading edge of the delta wing, related to the instability .1!scril,'d by

(ad-el Hak and Blackwelder. was found in these calculations. Uncertaintiei in the effect of grid i-esolht.ion.

temporal accuracy, and Reynolds number were noted.

The current work addresses some of the uncertainties noted for tie pre% ious work. Further comitat iovis

are performed at a lower Reynolds number, Re = 50,000. and for enhanced grid resolution. An iniprovd

description of the unsteady process observed will be given. The lower values of Reynolds number will also

provide thie ability to more closely relate the numerical results to the existing experimental observatio'si

just desciibed.
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2. Governing Equations

The governing equations for the present problem are the unsteady, three-dimensional, full Navier-StokeS

equ.tAons written in strong conservation form [9] using a general coordinate transformation 4. 1. C. I:

a OF OG OH 1 .F . G. OH1 .
+ - + + -H

U) Ot kOq OCRe 04 + 0(~U

where

p pU pV r pl"

pu puU + GP p11V + 11,p petit' + (Ga'1 .1 1

r, g = vr + p t p = pv+,p f = + ," +

pu, pwU + Gp puV + q:P pilt + C,10

pE, pEt+ p1 pEV+pf [pEiil'+pli"

0 0

q. IiIr
F - - , . , t i n., ,.2 H ,, = ,ri2

, ,,ri3+ l ri3 G ri3

V + + qt +,

IV = g + (,rtu + "+ I: U = Cg + 1'

Et = e + (t,2 + t;2 + U122

hi = u + j - 0T
(I - I)Pf12 Oxi

Of., Ou, Ox 0uL 2 OxL Ott

X1+, X2, Xr3 -- , : +

"riTe system of equations is closed using the perfect gas law. Sutherland's formula for vis'osity. amd Ia.,

a."+sunptiolm of a constanmt. Prandtl number. Pr = 0.72. Flow quantities have b~een noldimnesiolalized ,y

their respective free stream value,. except for pressure, which is nondinmensio:inlized 1:3 twice tie freesI reai

dyiiamic pressure, and speed of sound which is nondimmemsionalized by the freesream velocity. All hemgllis

have been normalized by the root chord length of the delta wing.
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3. Numerical Procedure

Fhe governing equations are solved numerically using the implicit approximately factored algorilloil

of Beant-Warming [10]. The equations are differenced using Euler implicit time-differencing and second-

order accurate central differences for all spatial derivatives. A blend of second and fourth order nonliit-ar

dissipation, as suggested by Jameson [11], is used to stabilize the central difference scheme. The current

work, in which subsonic flows are investigated, requires only fourth-order dissipation.

A fully vectorized, time-accurate solver has been developed to implement the aforementioned schenie [12].

The computational requirements of the scheme are approximately 38 words/grid point and 4.4 x 10'

('PU' sec/grid point/iteration on a Cray 2. This code has been validated for a number of simple lamitar

flows. Solutions for the case of a supersonic delta wing have been compared with both experimental resulls

and other numerical results [13]. Good agreement for both comparisons has been obtained. The code has

also been shown to capture successfully transition from Couette flow to Taylor-vortex flow due to cent rifti-

gal instability [12). Uxsteady results have been obtained for a pitching slender body of revolution [I I].

Fially. the code has been used to calculate both steady and unsteady horseshoe vortex flows occurring

at a cylinder/flat plate juncture [151. These results have provided a good validation base for the code. It

is of particular importance that the latter results demonstrate the ability to correctly simulate naturally

ocruring instabilities in the flow field and the transition of the flow from steady to unsteady b~ehavior.

Mac( ormack[16 suggests that a desirable form of a numerical method is:

{nunerics}Aq = {physics) (3.1)

Thi form allows modifications to the left-hand side of equation (3.1) for numerical reasons (e.g.. efficiency)

without affecting the accurate representation of the governing physical equations contained on the right-

hand side. The current numerical procedure has this form for steady flows. Implementing a Newton-

like subiteration procedure recovers this form for unsteady flows. This subiteration procedure has I.,.,

successfully used by several authors [17,18,19]. The Newton subiteration procedure can provide dislinct

improvements to the current numerical scheme. Subiteration improves the accuracy of the scheme via

reduction or elimination of both factorization and linearization errors. Relaxation of stability limits i tlhe

three-factored scheme due to the reduction of the factorization error improves the efficiency of the scheu..

Finally, one may obtain higher-order temporal accuracy in a straightforward fashion.

The subiteratiou procedure is implemented in the currently existing code with a few simple modifica-
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tions. The standard Beam-Warming algorithm for equation (2.1) is written as follows:

[.,/1+ AtLdl3I+1[j-- + AtLn]J"+'[j, + AILJ]Aq" = -A,/A" (3.2)
jn1jn+1 J1+ 9+aIlq -Ii 32

with:

A" = btF+6bG+6H- I -[64F,. +6,,,. +6H,]

Aqn = qn+l - qi

Ie= 40A+ Qic)

Ln  = 61(B+Q 2n)

L(= b((C+Q3 )

where A. B. and C are the inviscid flux Jacobians and Q0. Q2. and Q3 are the appropriate viscous Ihx

Jacobians. For the subiteration procedure one term is added to the right hand side of equation (3.2) and

the definition of Aq" is modified, yielding:

1,3+1~~ qIL"q +u[jn + A , J 1+1 +A~]"' jn+ AL ,: .r _q,[~T +tL~J Jn+ +1L~J += -,.t,,, + gR] :.

where:

4= q/J

AqP qP+l_-qP

At, = subiteration time step

Atrhy physical time step.

Here p is the subiteration count. For p = 0, qP = qfl and the scheme reverts to the noniterative forni or il.'

algorithm, equation (3.2). As p - ., qP - qf+l and the solution at the new time level is obtained. *

Currently, the subiteration procedure is implemented using the same factorization schene ,s the nIotl-

iterative algorithm. Since the physics of the problem now is contained in the right-hand side or '.qua-

tion (3.3). the left-hand side may be modified to improve the efficiency of the numerical scheme witlhotil

adversely affecting the time accuracy of the problem. This area remains for future investigation.
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4. Grid Structure and Boundary Conditions

Trhe computational grid for the deita wing was obtained using simple algebraic grid gener.tion tech-

nitques. The grid structure is of an H-H type with planar grids being stacked in 'he axial direction. The H-H

structure provides for good resolution of the sharp leading edge with no rounding. All farfield boundaris

are located 1.5 to 2 chord lengths away from the delta wing. The grid configuration is shown in figure .t.

The Itroundary conditions are implemented in the following manner. On the wing surface. the i.t-

slip- condition for the velocities, adiabatic wall temperature condition and zero normal pressure gradient

condition are used. At the downstream boundary, flow variables are extrapolated from the interior. This

allows for convection of the vortices out of the computational domain. Symmetry conditions are imlso~ed

along the mid-plane of the wing.

Characteristic boundary conditions [20 are used at the upper, lower, side, and upstream bountlaries.

Locally one-dimensional flow is assumed from which the corresponding characteristic variables are obtained.

The boundary conditions are then applied to the characteristic variables with their values being specified

from either the freestream or interior values depending on the sign of the corresponding eigenvalue. For

subsonic inflow four characteristic variables are specified from the freestream conditions, with the fifth

extrapolated from the interior. For subsonic outflow four characteristic variables are specified front the

interior with one variable specified from the freestream values. In the present calculations, the upstream

and lower boundaries are inflow boundaries, and the upper aid side boundaries are outflow boundaries.

The specification of characteristic conditions reduce undesirable reflections from the boundaries of the

computational domain.
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5. Results

5.1 High Reynolds Number Case

All results presented are calculated for a 760 sweep delta wing of aspect ratio I (fig. 3). This couligtara-

tion has been investigated experimentally by Hummel[21,22]. The first calculations for this configurat ion [8]

are made at Reynolds number 900,000, angle of attack of 20.50, and a freestream Mach number 0.2. 'rhee
conditions correspond to the experiment of Hummel, except for the Mach number which is higheur thin

the experimental Mach number, 0.05. A node system consisting of 66 x 151 x 100 grid points is tisrd. :17

points in the axial direction and 80 points in the spanwise d', ction are located on the wing. The minimum

spacing at the surface is A: = 0.00001 and a uniform spacing along the leading edge, Ay - 0.00011. is

specified.

The numerical calculations fur this case were found to be unsteady unless a coarse grid is employed. The

unsteadiness in the calculations is attributed to a Kelvin-Helmholtz type instability of the shear layer which

emanates from the leading edge of the delta wing and forming the primary vortex. This unsteady l'iy'

field is characterized by the formation and shedding of small-scale shear-layer vortical structures from the

leading edge of the delta wing. It is suggested that this behavior is similar to that observed by (ad-e-lluk

and Blackwelder in their water tunnel experiments (1].

A comparison of the average surface pressure at several axial locations along the wing with the experi-

mental data of Hummel [22] is given in figure 5. The calculated results compare well with the experimental

data showing only a slightly greater expansion in the region below the core of the primary vortex. The

overprediction of the pressure at x = 0.9 is consistent with the calculations of Thomas (23] and is due ii part.

to the onset of transition near the trailing edge in the experiment. Further details of these computations

may be found in reference [81.

An investigation of the effect of time resolution on the unsteady behavior of the high Reynolds nmmber

case is carried out. Two values of At are considered, At = 0.001 and At = 0.00025. Three subiteratio..,

are used for each step at At = 0.001. The pressure is monitored at points traversed by the small scale

vortices shed from the leading edge. Results for both time steps at an axial location x = 0.3 are givenm in

figure 6. This location provided the highest computed frequency and should therefore be the most sensitive

to time step resolution. The frequency for the smaller time step, .St %, 24. is higher than the frequenmcy

for the larger time step, St % 20. The basic nature of the flow remains the same. however. A tim, step

of A = 0.000125 is chosen for subsequent calculations. This time step should provide adeq(1tlUe lemmporal

7



resolution, with approximately 300 time steps per cycle at the highest frequency. No suhiterations "tre

found to be necessary for this small time step.

5.2 Low Reynolds Number Case

Calculations are also made for a low Reynolds number, Re = 50,000. This provides several distinct

advantages. First, the calculations are in the Reynolds number range of the experiments of Gad-el-lilk [1]

and lowson [6]. Better comparison of the computed results with experiment is then possible. Secondly.

this lower value of Reynolds number also -4iminates questions involving transition and turbulence that

arise at the higher Reynolds number. Finally, the lower value of Reynolds number results in improved

simulations for a given grid size.

The delta wing geometry itself is modelled as a flat plate. This is done to simplify the grid structure

in the leading edge region of the delta wing. It is felt that the underside geometry has no significant effect

on the flow physics being investigated.

Calculations for the lower value of Reynolds number are carried out on a 96 x 151 x 171 grid. This

grid contains 54 points in the axial direction and 80 points in the spanwise direction oa the delta %6'j

with 133 points located above the delta wing. The minimum spacing at the wall is A: = 0.0001 and

the spacing along the leading edge of the delta wing varies from Ay = 0.0005 at the trailing edge to

Ay = 3.165 x 10- ' at the apex. The spacing in the axial direction at the apex is Ax = 0.01 and at

the trailing edge, Ax = 0.003. For the predominant portion of the wing there is a constant axial spacing

of A = 0.025. This grid provides significant improvements in spatial resolution in all three coordinate

directions.

The unsteadiness observed at high values of Reynolds number remains at Re = 50,000. The unsteady

behavior of the flow field for this case is represented in figures 7 and 8. Each figure covers a time period

corresponding to approximately one cycle of the unsteady behavior based on the frequency at the axial

location, xr = 0.7.

In figure 7 contours of the x-component of vorticity are shown for time f = 0.4375 to t = 0.4875 on croqs

planes located from 0.3 to 0.85. Positive valu, s of vorticity are represented by the colors yellow, red. awl

magenta. with magenta representing the largest values. Negative values of vorticity are represented by I lie

colors blue, cyan. and green with blue representing the smallest values. Clearly visible in the picture is I]1,,

pritmiary vortex over the delta wing. Also visible are a series of distinct small-scale vortical struct rvs :n

the shear layer which emanates from the leading edge of the delta wing. These three-dimensional. vrlical



structures are first evident in the flow at an axial location x ; 0.3. The small-scale vortices consist. of a

coherent structure that forms first nearer the apex of the delta wing. The structure does not extend initiall

as a single vortex over the whole length of the leading edge of the delta wing. As the vortex sheds nearer

the apex of the delta wing new parts of the vortical structure are forming further downstream. Whetn

the vortex sheds, it is convected around the primary vortex and its strength is dissipated. This pro,',S

proceeds much more rapidly nearer the apex of the delta wing where the scale of the primary vortex is

smaller. As the previous vortex is shed a new vortex is formed to take its place. The temporal evolutin

of this process is seen in figure 7. These small-scale vortices are believed to be the source of the striatioms

observed by Gad-el-Hak, figure 1, and also observed by Lowson [6] in his smoke flow visualizations.

Further insight into the unsteady behavior may be obtained by looking at the evolution of the vortical

structure for a typical cross plane, x = 0.7, figure 8. Il this figure contours of the axial comtpoient of

vorticity are plotted with blue contours being positive and red contours being negative. At tinm t = 0.125.

the cycle hegins with a small scale vortex starting to form. As time progresses from I - 0.4375 to t = 1.4625.

this vortex grows in size and strength. Subsequently, for t = 0.4625 to t = 0.4875 the small-scale vortex is

shed. The vortex convects around the primary vortex and is dissipated. During this process of siear-layer

roll up and vortex shedding all interaction call be observed with the secondary region of vorticity. Vorticity

of the opposite sign is shredded from this region and is dissipated along with the small-scale vortex as it is

convected along the primary vortex. Even though contours of vorticity may not be compared directly to

smoke flow visualizations, these figures appear to agree qualitatively with those of Lowson, figure 2.

A time history of the pressure at points in the flow field where the passing of the small-scale vorti, e,

may be monitored is made at several axial locations. A typical time history for the axial location r-= (=.7

is given in figure 9. A dominant frequency is clearly seen even though the existence of other harmonics

is evident. This dominant frequency is found to correspond to the shedding of the small-scale vortical

structures. While the time histories are not sufficiently long to allow for an accurate frequency dommil

analysis, all average dominant frequency at each location can be found, and the results are slhown in

figure 10. The average frequencies are seen to scale almost linearly with axial distance.

The effect of the unsteady behavior on the surface pressure is shown for axial location a' = 0.7, figure 11.

The shedding of the small-scale vortices contributes to only a small temporal variation of (lie surface

pressure outboard of the core of the primary vortex. This contrasts with tile high Reynolds numbibr
case [8] where a marked temporal effect on the surface pressure outboard of the core of the primary vortex

was seen. For the high Reynolds number the small-scale vortices form and are shed from I lie leading ed,

of the delta wing. In tie low Reynolds number case the small-scale vortice. form filrtlher awa. from Ili



leading edge of the delta wilg, thus their interaction with the secondary separation region and witlh lith'

flow near the surface of thf wing is reduced. Time histories of the lift and drag coefficients also show only

a slight. temporal variation, figures 12 and 13. The lift. coefficient varies by approximately 2.5% aod the

drag coefficient varies by approximately 1.8%. This temporal variation occurs at a much lower freqiieinc%

tian the shedding frequency of the small-scale vortices.

A typical simulated surface oil flow pattern for the delta wing is given in figure 14. A rather ext.iiI

region of reversed flow is seen outboard of the secondary separation line. This reversed flow region extemiis

to nearly the midchord of the delta wing in an area located between the secondary and tertiary lines of

sparat.ion. The three-dimensional extent of this reversed flow region is seen in figure 15 where the surfr.,,

of zero *r-component of velocity is plotted. From this figure it is seen that. the largest, region of revers'd

flow is located between the 75%X, chord location and the trailing edge. The reversed flow region extendiiig

Forward to approximately midchord is only a small tertiary separation region near the surface of he delia

wing.
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6. Discussion

Thle current. calculations show somle similarities to the flow visualizations of both Gad-el-lnk mid

lBlackwelder [1] and Lowson [6]. Direct comparison of the computations with experiments remainis dillicull..

hotwe'ver. Find only qjualitative observations are possible. The majority of the restfs of Lowsoii. for t'xaiiiid.'

are subject to t, 5.)11z wind-tunnel background excitation which is not modelled in the compufalions.

Furthermnore, comparisons of vorticity contouis with both smoke and dye flow vistialilationls nit' 1101 exact.

and call sometimes be misleading [24]. Finaily, the experiments and the conmputations are all doiit' foi

different sweep angles. With these cautions noted the following observations canl he mtade.

liotli Gad-el-ilak ahnl Lowson view the inistability as a series of vortices formed and shied fronm Ithe lt'ading

edge of thle delta wing at a single frequei.cy. (3ad-el-Hak gives anl empirical relation for this fripieuc%:'

St 1625 (1 )

whle Lowson gives the relation:
S- 2577 ((6 2)

This description of the instability is not completely consistent with what is observed in t he cal('Ilat~tiIls.

however. Hlere the small-scale vortices do not form at the leading edge but. further along I lie %ori e'x sht'el.

Furl hermore, the vortices do not roll up as a single unit along the entire length of the leading t'dg. bI)It

rather rorni first nearer the apex of the delta wing and then subsequently farther back along thet leadig

edge of the wing. In the case of the experiments of Lowson this difference in character inay he attributahle

to tile 50 liz winl-tunnlel excitation of the flow field forcing the vortices to form at I he leading edge.

Rallier than a single frequency. anl almost linear variation of the frequenc'y of forniation of Ilt iij all

Sc'nlt vort ices is ob~served, with higher frequencies nearer the apex of the delta wig. For I?( = .50.0)00,

(lie empirical formumla of Gad-el-Hak,equation (6.1) p~redicts a frequency. St = 7.2 while Lowson's rtIaiin.

eqtuation (6.2) p~redlicts a frequency, St = 11.5. These values are of the samne order as the frtliwtnces

coimpute'd in the aft portion of the delta wing. This gives confidence that the compted frequencites arte
not out of line with the actual physical situation.

Finrt her isight into the shear-layer instability is obtained by considerinig anl iniviscid . lnear. s tabi Ii

anialysis for a two-dimensional shear layer between co-flowing streams. Mlomkewitz and Iluetrrt' (25] ha'm.

considered analytically the cast' where the mean velocity profile is described by:

I+y A 1+)tamli(LI
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where A = (AU/72U) is a mneasure of the velocity difference across the layer with TT the average velocit% of

lie two streams and y = 4y/&.,., where y* is the dimensional length and b, is the vorticity thickness. For-

A =I Ihe mnaximuim amplified frequency from the linear spatial stality analysis was found to be DI V!

where:
_ k (22rf) (6 1)

4

Th'lis value does not dependl strongly onl A.

lIn anl individual cross-plane at a given time, the flow which emanates from I lie leading edge of a delta;

wig may b~e viewed as a skewed shear layer. This shear layer may b~e separated into two comiponents.

ani axial component inl the x-(lircction anid a shear or cross-flow componenit. 'ro a first approximatio telhe

stability of the shear comp~onent. is assumed to be the dominant factor inl the stabiljt of t hie shear lawir. If

filie shedding freqmeml jes at the cross-planes previously considered are nondimnensionalized as inl equat ion

(6.1). values ofw are obtained inl the rangea -_ 0.13-0.32 with the specific value of.) dependeut onl the local

sltr-ht~er p~roperties at the location chosen for nondimensionalization. These values of W are, of the samle

order as the maximum amiplified frequency w = 0.21 found inl the spatial stability analysis. Firt hiin ore.

a value of w %z: 0.21 always occurs at the app~roximate location where the small scale vortices are forming

inl tihe shear layer. This simplified analysis ind~icates that the computed flowv field unsteadiness results froMj

it sliear-laye(r instability. Furthermore, the observed frequencies are con.sistent. with a t wo-dit ivinsion-.

spatial. linear stability analysis for these types of shear-layer flows.

Pairing or thle snmall-scale vortical structures has been observed inl both the experiments of (Cd-l-lak

mnd Lowsoni. (Gad-el-lnk suggests that the lprimary vortex over thle delta wing originates as a svr' ., of'

!-.;ings of the smaller scale vc.tices shed from the leading edge of the delta wing. Pairing of tile sin;.ii

vortics is not. observed inl the computations. The reason for this discrepancy is not fully understood. 'fit.

shear layer which emanates fromn the wing leading edge is expected to be highly susceptible to n'iodiflcat ion

due to external excitation, intentional or unintentional. This excitation of the shear layer could lproIlot' tdhe

pairing process and is currently not modelled in the computations. In ordler to obtain a rigorous coimilarisi

of' comiputationis with experiment, a known forcing frequency might be required in bot h ex-periltient anid

coumptutat ion. The effect onl the pairing process due to intinerica, dissipation in thle calculat-ions" is also not

ftii ly i i lrst nod. aind reqires furt her invostigation.

It, should also be noted that both experiments [26] and comp~utat ions (27] for flow over slender hoilies of

re4VOlti on at large incidence exhibit a similar typ~e of shear-layer instability. Smnall scale. three-dinil%ioinal

vortices are observed to move along thle !,ijiar surface of crosslow separation enmanat ing fronm It, hoad .

Tlhme Ii igh frequency liltlnoll neoit observed is distinct from t he 'son Narmaii-t pc sivedd ii ig thIiat 'wrcilrs 'I

12



very high incidence for ., der bodies of revolutioni. The experiments [26] and( comlputa.iolis [27] complare

oily (iliali a ively, but the mllerical calculations capture the physical instability.

linally, computations for the sane delta wing and flow properties have been performed h% others tsihg

several dilrerent numerical techniques [23.28.29]. These computations all show good agreennt wil It Ihe

experimental measurements. No unsteady flow behavior similar to the instability previotislA diset.,,,id i.,

rf'ported i I hese references, however. Murman [30] has observed an unsteady flow behavior lint rsuulls i

a lack of conv-rgence of the residual to steady state for Euler calculations over delta wings. rhe stor'c, of

the lack of convergence is traced to the existence of unsteady, small-scale vortices ill the slinr' l. ueu I'rouu

tle wing leading edge. Since the computations are not fully time accurate, these observations are )Ill%

(I,,alitative. A full understanding of the effect of numerical technique. grid topology, and grid resoltilin

ol the compull ation of this type of shear-layer instability will require further investigalions.

!:



7. Conclusions

A numnerical investigation of the unsteady vortex structure over a 760 sweep delta wing at. 20.50 aiiglt

of att-ack has been carried out. Calculations are performed for a Maclh number 0.2. and a Reynolds numbeilr

50.000. The numerical calculations show that the shear layer which emanates fronm the leadin~g ed(ge of

the delta wing is sub~ject to a Kelvin-Helinholtz type instability. Small-scale, tinee-diniensional Vortical

M.tructures are observed in the shear layer. The small-scale vortices consist of a coherent structure t I,.I'

Formas first. nearer thme apex of the delta wing and subsequently farther aft along the leading edge. These

vortices are shied and convected around the primary vortex with their strength being dissipated. rThe

frequency of shedding of these small-scale structures is seen to vary nearly 'inearly with axial location.

rhe obse-rved. frequencies are consistent with the Mmximum amplified frequency found from an inviscrid.

linear, spatial stability analysis for a two-dimensional. ,ross-flow shear layer. The small-scalt, vor ical

structures have been shown to be relatedl qualitatively to those observed by Gad-el-ilak [1] and Lowsom [(;]

in their flow visualization experiments, though somne differences in the specific character of. the computed

and( experimental structures have been noted.



8. Nomenclature

= pre.tre coefficient

Kt = total energy

f = frequency

• = transfornation Jacobian

L = root. chord length

A,, = reestream Mach number

p =- ressure

Pi = Prandtl number

Rr = Reynolds umber

SI = Strouhal number St = fL/u,

t = nondimensional time t = tu,/.

u. v. u = velocity coml)oents in x. y and

.'. y. z = physical coordinates

= location of leading edge

. ql.( = computational coordinates

6,,. = vorticity thickness

p = density

p = viscosity coefficient

w = nondlimensional frequency

ri~j = stre-ss tensor
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Figure 1: Dye Sheet Visualization Shiowing Small-Scale Vortices for a 60* Sweep Delta Wing at 100 Angle

of Attack [1]



F'igure 2: Simoki' Flow' Vistializat ion of Vortex over a 70' Sweet, Delta Wing ait 20 * %iiugi, or At lark )
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Figure 15: Reversed Flow Region
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